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Abstract: This paper presents the measurement of the relative width dierence  d= d
of the B0- B0 system using the data collected by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC in pp
collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV and
p
s = 8 TeV and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
25.2 fb 1. The value of  d= d is obtained by comparing the decay-time distributions of
B0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0(892) decays. The result is  d= d = ( 0:11:1 (stat.)
0:9 (syst.))  10 2. Currently, this is the most precise single measurement of  d= d. It
agrees with the Standard Model prediction and the measurements by other experiments.
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1 Introduction
The width dierence  q, where q = d; s, is one of the parameters describing the time
evolution of the B0q - B
0
q system. It is dened as  q   Lq    Hq , where  Lq and  Hq are the
decay widths of the light and heavy Bq states, respectively. The relative value of  d= d
is predicted in the Standard Model (SM) [1]:
 d= d (SM) = (0:42 0:08) 10 2:
Here  d is the total width of the B







Measurements of  d have been performed by the BaBar [2], Belle [3], and LHCb [4]
collaborations. The current world average value [5] is:
 d= d (World average) = (0:1 1:0) 10 2:
The current experimental uncertainty in  d is too large to perform a stringent test of the

















the value of  d. It has been shown [6] that a relatively large variation of  d due to a
possible new physics contribution would not contradict other existing SM tests. Therefore,
an experimental measurement of  d with improved precision and its comparison to the
SM prediction can provide an independent test of the underlying theory [7], complementary
to other searches for new physics.
This paper presents the measurement of  d by the ATLAS experiment using Run 1
data collected in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in 2011 and at
p
s = 8 TeV in 2012. The total
integrated luminosity used in this analysis is 4.9 fb 1 collected in 2011 and 20.3 fb 1 col-
lected in 2012. The value of  d= d is obtained by comparing the decay time distributions
of B0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0(892) decays.
2 Measurement method
The time evolution of the neutral B0q -

































The non-diagonal elements of Mq result from the transition B
0
q $ B0q mediated by box
diagrams and depend on the parameters of the CKM quark mixing matrix. Due to these
non-diagonal elements, the B0q meson propagates as a mixture of two physical mass eigen-
states BLq and B
H
q :
jBLq i = pjB0q i+ qj B0q i; jBHq i = pjB0q i   qj B0q i: (2.2)
Here p and q are complex numbers satisfying jqj2 + jpj2 = 1. BLq and BHq have distinct
masses mLq , m
H




q . Assuming that  
12
q  m12q , the following relations hold:
mq  mHq  mLq = 2jm12q j; (2.3)



















The sign convention adopted in eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) ensures that the values of mq and

















The decay rates of the BLq and B
H
q mesons to a given nal state f may be dierent.
Therefore, the time dependence of the decay rate B0q ! f is sensitive to f . The time-
dependent decay rate  (B0q (t)! f) is [8]:












Here t is the proper decay time of the B0q meson. The parameters A
dir
CP, A  and A
mix
CP
depend on the nal state f . The abbreviations \dir" and \mix" stand for \direct" and
\mixing". By denition:
jAdirCPj2 + jA j2 + jAmixCP j2  1: (2.9)
Assuming that the CP-violating phase 12q is small, which is experimentally conrmed
for both the B0 and B0s mesons [9], the time-dependent decay rate  (
B0q (t)! f) is:












The parameters AdirCP, A  and A
mix
CP are theoretically well dened for avour-specic
nal states and CP eigenstates [8]. For a avour-specic nal state ffs, such that only the
decay B0q ! ffs is allowed while Af = hffsj B0q i = 0, the parameters are:
AdirCP = 1; A  = 0; A
mix
CP = 0: (2.11)
For a avour-specic nal state ffs, such that Af = h ffsjB0q i = 0, i.e. only the decay
B0q ! ffs is allowed, the parameters are:
AdirCP =  1; A  = 0; AmixCP = 0: (2.12)
For the B0 decay to the CP eigenstate J= KS the parameters are:
AdirCP = 0; A  = cos(2); A
mix
CP =   sin(2): (2.13)











If the initial avour of the B0q meson is not tagged, the decay rates given by eqs. (2.8)
and (2.10) are added together. In this case, the production asymmetry AP of the B
0
q meson
in pp collisions should be taken into account. This asymmetry is dened as:
AP =
(B0q )  ( B0q )




where  denotes the production cross-section of the corresponding particle. Although b
quarks are predominantly produced in bb pairs, which result in an equal number of b and

















mesons (quark content bu) over B  mesons (bu) [10, 11]. Similarly, there is an excess of
B0(bd) mesons over B0(b d) mesons due to the presence of a valence d quark. The larger
number of B mesons than B mesons is compensated for by the excess of b baryons over
their corresponding anti-particles. In each case the excess is expected to be of the order
of 1%. Only the LHCb experiment has measured AP in pp collisions so far [12]. Their
result is not directly applicable to the conditions of the ATLAS experiment because of the
dierent ranges of pseudorapidities  and transverse momenta pT of the detected B mesons.
Therefore, a dedicated measurement of AP is necessary. This measurement is presented in
section 6.
Taking into account the production asymmetry AP and using eqs. (2.8) and (2.10), the
untagged time-dependent decay rate  [t; f ] to a nal state f is:
















The width dierence  q can be extracted from the decay time distribution of the
decay B0q (
B0q )! f using eqs. (2.11){(2.16). Such a measurement employing a single nal
state f , although possible, would give poor precision for  q. This is because  q   q
and therefore the term e  qt dominates the decay time distribution. A more promising
method [2] consists in obtaining  q from the ratio of the decay time distributions of two
dierent decay modes of Bq, one of them being a CP eigenstate and the other a avour-
specic state. Using this ratio eliminates the dominant factor e  qt and leads to improved
precision for  q.
The measurement of  d presented in this paper employs the ratio of the CP eigenstate
J= KS and the avour-specic states J= K
0(892) and J= K0(892). The J= K0 and
J= K0 states are added together and are denoted by J= K0 throughout this paper,
unless otherwise specied.
The decay rate  [t; J= KS ] is obtained from eqs. (2.13){(2.16):











The expression for  [t; J= K0] is obtained from eqs. (2.11), (2.12), and (2.16) by summing
over the J= K0 and J= K0 nal states:
 [t; J= K0] / e  dt cosh  dt
2
: (2.18)
If the detection eciencies of K0 and K0 are dierent, the term proportional to AP in
eq. (2.16) also contributes to eq. (2.18). This contribution is multiplied by the relative
dierence in the detection eciencies of K0 and K0 mesons. Both of these factors are
of the order of 10 2, which is shown in section 6. Therefore, the contribution of the
term proportional to AP is of the order of 10
 4 and is neglected. Another contribution
to eq. (2.18) coming from CP violation in mixing is experimentally constrained to be less

















The world average values of  d, md and  are [5]:
1= d = (1:520 0:004) 10 12 s; (2.19)
md = (0:510 0:003) 1012 s 1; (2.20)
sin 2 = 0:682 0:019: (2.21)
Their uncertainties produce a negligible impact on the measured value of  d.
In this analysis, the proper decay length of the B0 meson, LBprop = ct, is used in place
of the proper decay time t. The procedure to measure LBprop is described in section 5. The
decay rates  [LBprop; J= KS ] and  [L
B
prop; J= K
0] expressed as functions of LBprop are:
 [LBprop; J= KS ] =
Z 1
0





G(LBprop   ct; J= K0) [t; J= K0]dt: (2.23)
Here G(LBprop   ct; J= KS) and G(LBprop   ct; J= K0) are the LBprop detector resolution
functions for the B0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0 channels, respectively. These functions
are discussed in section 5.
The width dierence  d is obtained from the t to the ratio R(L
B
prop) of the distri-
butions of the number of reconstructed B0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0 candidates as a
function of LBprop. The expected form of R(L
B
prop) is obtained using eqs. (2.22) and (2.23).
The details of the tting procedure are given in section 8. Many experimental systematic
uncertainties cancel in the ratio of the LBprop distributions, which improves the precision of
the  d measurement. This is an important advantage of the method used in this analysis.
A similar method is used by the LHCb Collaboration [4], except that the value of  d
is obtained from the dierence of the partial decay widths of the B0 ! J= KS and B0 !
J= K0 decay modes and the production asymmetry AP(B0) is not taken into account.
The J= meson is reconstructed using the decay J= ! + , which exploits a clean
selection of J= mesons and a highly ecient online trigger. The trigger eciencies in
the two B0 decay channels are equal, apart from minor eects related to dierences in the
decay kinematics, as only the properties of the J= meson are used to trigger the events.
The KS and K
0 mesons are reconstructed using the KS ! +  and K0 ! K+ 
( K0 ! K +) decay modes. The details of this reconstruction are given in section 4.
3 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS experiment [13] uses a general-purpose detector consisting of an inner tracker,
a calorimeter and a muon spectrometer. A brief outline of the components that are most
relevant for this analysis is given below.
The ATLAS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam
pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points

















detector (Pixel), a silicon microstrip detector (SCT) and a transition radiation tracker
(TRT). The ID is immersed in an axial 2 T magnetic eld. The ID covers the pseudorapidity
range jj < 2:5. The pseudorapidity is dened in terms of the polar angle  as  =
  ln tan(=2). The ID is enclosed by a calorimeter system containing electromagnetic and
hadronic sections. The calorimeter is surrounded by a large muon spectrometer (MS) in
an air-core toroidal magnet system. The MS contains a combination of monitored drift
tubes (MDTs) and cathode strip chambers (CSCs), designed to provide precise position
measurements in the bending plane in the range jj < 2:7. In addition, resistive plate
chambers (RPCs) and thin gap chambers (TGCs) with a coarse position resolution but a
fast response time are used primarily to trigger muons in the ranges jj < 1:05 and 1:05 <
jj < 2:4, respectively. RPCs and TGCs are also used to provide position measurements
in the non-bending plane and to improve the pattern recognition and track reconstruction.
Momentum measurements in the MS are based on track segments formed in at least two
of the three stations of the MDTs and the CSCs.
The ATLAS trigger system had three levels during Run 1: the hardware-based Level-1
trigger and the two-stage High Level Trigger (HLT), which comprises the Level-2 trigger and
the Event Filter. At Level-1, the muon trigger searched for patterns of hits satisfying dif-
ferent transverse momentum thresholds using the RPCs and TGCs. The region-of-interest
around these Level-1 hit patterns then served as a seed for the HLT muon reconstruction,
in which dedicated algorithms were used to incorporate information from both the MS and
the ID, achieving a position and momentum resolution close to that provided by the oine
muon reconstruction.
4 Data sample and event selection
This analysis uses the full sample of pp collision data collected by the ATLAS detector in
2011 at
p
s = 7 TeV and in 2012 at
p
s = 8 TeV. After applying strict data quality criteria
the integrated luminosity is 4.9 fb 1 for the 2011 sample and 20.3 fb 1 for the 2012 sample.
A set of dimuon trigger chains designed to select J= ! +  decays is used [14, 15].
It includes numerous triggers with dierent muon pT thresholds and additional topological
and invariant mass requirements. Any dependence of the triggers on the proper decay time
cancels to a good approximation in the ratio R(LBprop) introduced in section 2 because both
the B0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0 decays are selected with the same set of triggers.
For a given event, the primary vertex (PV) of the pp collision producing the B0 meson
is determined using good-quality tracks reconstructed in the ID. The average transverse
position of the pp collisions (the beam spot) is used in this determination as a constraint.
The beam spot is monitored continuously and is reconstructed at regular intervals using
several thousand interactions collected from many events. The size of the beam spot for
the 2012 data is 15 m in the plane transverse to the beam direction. Due to the high
LHC luminosity, each event containing a B0 meson is accompanied by a large number
of pile-up interactions, which occur at various z positions along the beam line. These
background interactions produce several PV candidates. The selection of the primary

















The J= candidates are reconstructed from pairs of oppositely charged muons with
pT > 2:5 GeV and jj < 2:4. Their ID tracks are tted to a common vertex. The 2 of the
vertex t must satisfy 2(J= )=NDF < 16, where NDF stands for the number of degrees
of freedom and is equal to one in this case. The mass of the J= candidate is required to
be between 2.86 and 3.34 GeV.
The KS candidates are reconstructed from pairs of oppositely charged particle tracks
not used in the primary or pile-up vertex reconstruction. Each track is required to have at
least one hit in either of the two silicon detectors. The transverse momenta of the tracks
must be greater than 400 MeV and have jj < 2:5. The pairs are tted to a common
vertex and kept if the 2(KS)=NDF < 15 (NDF = 1), and the projection of the distance
between the J= and KS vertices along the KS momentum in the transverse plane is less
than 44 cm. The ratio of this projection to its uncertainty must be greater than 2. Two
additional requirements are related to the point of closest approach of the KS trajectory
to the J= vertex in the xy plane. The distance between this point and the position of
the J= decay vertex in the xy plane is required to be less than 2 mm. The dierence in
the z coordinates of these two points must be less than 10 mm. These requirements help
to reduce the combinatorial background. The mass of the KS candidate is required to be
between 450 and 550 MeV.
The B0 ! J= (+ ) KS(+ ) candidates are constructed by retting the four
tracks of the J= and KS candidates. The muon tracks are constrained to intersect in
a secondary vertex and their invariant mass is constrained to the nominal J= mass [5].
The two pions from the KS decay are constrained to originate from a tertiary vertex and
their invariant mass is constrained to the nominal mass of the KS meson [5]. The combined
momentum of the retted KS decay tracks is required to point to the dimuon vertex. The t
has NDF = 6. The quality of the cascade vertex t is ensured by the requirement 2(B0) 
2(J= ) < 25. Finally, the transverse momentum of the B0 is required to exceed 10 GeV.
For the selection of B0 ! J= K0 candidates, a J= candidate and two additional
oppositely charged particles are combined together. One particle is assigned the mass of
the charged kaon and the other the mass of the charged pion. The transverse momentum
of the kaon is required to exceed 800 MeV and the transverse momentum of the pion
must be greater than 400 MeV. Both tracks must have jj < 2:5. A vertex t of the four
selected tracks is performed where the invariant mass of the two muon tracks is constrained
to the nominal J= mass. All four tracks are constrained to originate from the same
vertex. The t has NDF = 6. The quality of the vertex t is ensured by the requirement
2(B0)   2(J= ) < 16. The invariant mass of the K system is required to be between
850 and 950 MeV. This range is slightly shifted with respect to the world average value of
the K0 mass (895:810:18 MeV) [5] to provide a better suppression of reections from the
Bs ! J=  decay. The transverse momentum of the K pair is required to exceed 2 GeV
and the transverse momentum of the B0 candidate is required to be greater than 10 GeV.
Particle identication of charged hadrons is not used in this analysis. Therefore, each
pair of tracks is tested again with the assignments of the kaon and pion swapped. If both
assignments satisfy the above selection criteria, the combination with the smaller deviation

















such events. In this analysis the nal states J= K0 and J= K0 are not distinguished
and the denition of the B0 proper decay length discussed in section 5 is not sensitive to
the assignment of masses. Therefore, the misidentication between pion and kaon has a
limited impact on the result of this analysis.
None of the presented selection criteria for the J= KS and J= K
0 nal states are
applied relative to the primary interaction point, thus avoiding a bias in the decay time
distribution of the B0 candidates. Dierent groups of particles from the same event can
be included in the J= KS and J= K
0 samples. In such cases, the additional candidates
contribute to the combinatorial background and do not impact the signal yields.
For the measurement of  d, the ratio R(L
B
prop) built from the number of the recon-
structed B0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0 decays is used. In this ratio the dependence
of the reconstruction eciencies of the two nal states on LBprop should be taken into ac-
count. A large part of this dependence, together with the associated uncertainties, cancels
in R(LBprop) because the number of nal particles in both decay modes is the same and
the procedure to measure LBprop described in section 5 is similar in the two cases. Having
similar selection criteria in the two channels also minimises the decay-time bias. Thus,
the correction to the ratio R(LBprop) is expected to be small. Still, it cannot be eliminated
completely because the hadronic tracks in the B0 ! J= KS decay originate in a displaced
KS ! +  vertex, whereas all four tracks in the B0 ! J= K0 decay originate in a
single vertex. This dierence between the two channels is the main source of the exper-
imental bias in the ratio R(LBprop), which can be evaluated only with Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation. Using simulated events, the ratio of eciencies to reconstruct B0 ! J= KS
and B0 ! J= K0 decays, Re(LBprop), is obtained as a function of LBprop.
The Monte Carlo samples are produced by simulating the production and decays of B0
mesons using PYTHIA 6.1 [16] for the 7 TeV MC samples and with PYTHIA 8.1 [17] for the
8 TeV MC samples. In both cases, the underlying event, parton shower and hadronisation
in the PYTHIA simulation are tuned with ATLAS data [18]. In all cases, the events are
ltered at generator level by requiring two muons with jj < 2:5 and transverse momenta
exceeding 2.5 GeV for the 7 TeV samples and 3.5 GeV for the 8 TeV samples. The events
are passed through a full simulation of the detector using the ATLAS simulation [19] based
on Geant4 [20, 21] and processed with the same reconstruction algorithms as used for the
data. All samples are produced with Monte Carlo congurations adjusted to properly
account for dierent conditions during the two years of data-taking.
5 Proper decay length of the B0 meson
The procedure adopted in this analysis to measure the proper decay length of the B0 meson
is explicitly designed to use the same input information for both the B0 ! J= KS and
B0 ! J= K0 channels. The aim of this approach is to reduce the experimental bias in
the ratio R(LBprop). The origin of the B
0 meson coincides with the primary vertex of the
pp collision. The tracks from the B0 candidate are excluded in the measurement of the PV

















Bin number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Lower edge [mm]  0:3 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 3.0
Upper edge [mm] 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 3.0 6.0
Table 1. Denition of the LBprop bins.
from the vertex t of the two muons. The residual impact of the additional particles from
the B0 decays is evaluated using MC simulation and is found to be small.
The proper decay length of the B0 meson, LBprop, is determined in the xy plane of the
detector because of the better precision compared to the measurement in three dimensions,
strengthened by the small transverse size of the beam spot. A further advantage of mea-
suring LBprop in the xy plane is the reduced dependence on pile-up interactions. The PV
corresponding to the B0 production point is selected from all reconstructed PVs as follows.
For each PV candidate, the point of closest approach of the B0 trajectory to the PV in
the xy plane is determined and the dierence z of the z coordinates of these two points is
measured. The candidate with the minimum absolute value of z is selected as the B0 pro-
duction vertex. As with any other procedure of PV selection, this method is not ideal and
occasionally a wrong PV is selected due to the resolution for the B0 momentum direction.
However, any selected PV should be close enough to the true B0 production vertex because
numerically z  O(1 mm) and both vertices are located on the beam line, which has a slope
of about 10 3 in both the xz and yz planes. The transverse size of the beam spot is about 15
m in both the x and y directions. Therefore, the distance between the true vertex and the
selected vertex in the xy plane is expected to be much less than the precision of the decay
length measurement, which is about 100 m. Thus, the measurement of LBprop performed
in the xy plane is not aected by a wrong selection of the PV in a small fraction of events.
For each reconstructed B0 ! J= KS or B0 ! J= K0 candidate, LBprop is measured
using the projection of the B0 decay length along the B0 momentum in the plane transverse
to the beam axis:
LBprop =




Here xJ= ; yJ= are the coordinates of the J= vertex; xPV; yPV are the coordinates of the
primary vertex; pBx ; p
B
y are the x and y components of the momentum of the B
0 meson and
mB0 = 5279:61 MeV is its mass [5]. The resolution of L
B
prop is obtained from simulation
and is parameterised by a double Gaussian function. It is found to be similar for the two
decay modes due to the applied procedure for the LBprop measurement. The uncertainty in
this resolution is propagated into the systematic uncertainty of the  d measurement as
discussed in section 9. To obtain the proper decay length distribution, the range of LBprop
between  0:3 and 6 mm is divided into ten bins dened in table 1. The selected bin size
is much larger than the expected LBprop resolution, which is about 34 m. In each bin of
LBprop, the number of B
0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0 decays are extracted from a binned

















In this t, the mass distributions are modelled by a sum of functions describing the
signal and background components. For the B0 ! J= K0 channel, the signal function
f
J= K0
s is dened as the sum of two Gaussian functions. The Gaussian functions are
constrained to have the same mean. The background function f
J= K0
b is dened using
an exponential function with a second-order polynomial as the exponent. The t is rst
applied to the total sample to determine the mean and standard deviations of the two
Gaussian functions and their relative fractions. For the t in each LBprop bin, all parameters
describing the signal, except the normalisation of f
J= K0
s , are xed to the values obtained
in the t of the total sample. It was veried in this analysis that xing the parameters of
the signal does not produce any bias in the result. The parameters of f
J= K0
b remain free.
The signal function for the B0 ! J= KS channel fJ= KSs is dened as the sum







b . The combinatorial background function f
c
b is dened using an expo-
nential function with a second-order polynomial as the exponent. The second function,
fBsb , accounts for the contribution from B
0
s ! J= KS decays and is dened as the sum of
two Gaussian functions. The B0s ! J= KS contribution is visible in the mass distribution
as a shoulder in the signal peak. Its fraction relative to the B0 ! J= KS signal is  1%.
The signal Gaussian functions are constrained to have the same mean. The relative frac-
tions and standard deviations of the B0s background Gaussian functions are parameterised
to be the same as those of the signal Gaussian functions. The B0s background Gaussian
functions are also constrained to have the same mean. The mean of the B0s background
Gaussian functions is shifted relative to the mean of the signal Gaussian functions by the
dierence between the nominal masses of the B0s and B
0 mesons (87.34 MeV) [5]. The
t is rst applied to the total sample to determine the mean and standard deviations of
the signal Gaussian functions and their relative fractions. For the t in each LBprop bin,
all parameters describing the signal, except the normalisation of f
J= KS
s , are xed to the
values obtained in the t of the total sample. It was veried in this analysis that xing the
parameters of the signal does not produce any bias in the result. The parameters of fBsb
are also xed, except for the normalisation. All parameters of f cb remain free.
The separation of the B0 ! J= KS and B0s ! J= KS contributions is important
for the  d measurement because the mean lifetimes of the B
0 and B0s mesons decaying
to this CP eigenstate are dierent. On the contrary, the separation of B0 ! J= K0
and B0s ! J= K0 decays is not necessary because the lifetimes of the B0 and B0s mesons
decaying to this nal state are equal to within 1% [5, 9]. Thus, the small (1%) contribution
of the B0s ! J= K0 decay does not have an impact on the  d measurement.
The t ranges of the J= KS and J= K
0 mass distributions are selected such that the
background under the B0 signal is smooth. The mass distribution m(J= KS) contains a
contribution from partially reconstructed B ! J= KS decays. This contribution has a
threshold at m(J= KS) ' 5130 MeV. For this reason, the t range 5160 < m(J= KS) <
5600 MeV is selected. The corresponding contribution of B ! J= K0 decays is smaller.
Therefore, the lower limit of the t range of m(J= K0) is selected at 5000 MeV. The



















Figure 1. The invariant mass distributions for (a) B0 ! J= KS candidates and (b) B0 ! J= K0
candidates for the 2012 data sample for 0:0 < LBprop < 0:3 mm. The full line shows the result of
the t to the function described in the text. The dashed line shows the combinatorial background
contribution. The lled area in gure (a) shows the peaking background contribution from the
B0s ! J= KS decay. The lower frame of each gure shows the dierence between each data point
and the t at that point divided by the statistical uncertainty of the data point.
The total number of signal B0 ! J= KS decays obtained from the t is 28 170  250
in the 2011 data set and 110 830  520 in the 2012 data set. For B0 ! J= K0 decays
the corresponding numbers are 129 200  900 in the 2011 data set and 555 800  1 900 in
the 2012 data set. Figure 1 shows the tted mass distribution of B0 ! J= KS candidates
and B0 ! J= K0 candidates for 0:0 < LBprop < 0:3 mm.
The ratio of the numbers of B0 candidates in the two channels computed in each LBprop





Here Ni(J= KS) and Ni(J= K
0) are the numbers of events in a given bin i. This ratio
has to be corrected by the ratio of the reconstruction eciencies in the two channels as
discussed in section 7.
6 Production asymmetry of the B0 meson
The production asymmetry AP of the B
0 meson can be obtained from the time-dependent
charge asymmetry of the avour-specic B0 ! J= K0 decay. If the initial avour of
the B0 meson is not determined, it follows from eqs. (2.11), (2.12), and (2.16) that the
time-dependent rate of the decay B0 ! J= K0 is equal to:
























while the time-dependent rate of the decay B0 ! J= K0 is equal to:








CP violation in mixing is predicted to be small in the SM and is omitted from these
expressions.
The terms proportional to AP in eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) reect the oscillating component
of the B0 ! J= K0 decay. The corresponding charge asymmetry due to B0 oscillations


















Here G(LBprop   ct; J= K0) is the detector resolution of LBprop for the B0 ! J= K0
channel. The values of the lower and upper edges of bin i, Lmini and L
max
i , are given in


















In addition to B0 oscillations, the asymmetry in the number of J= K0 and J= K0
events is also caused by a detector-related asymmetry Adet due to dierences in the recon-
struction of positive and negative particles. The main source of Adet is the dierence in the
interaction cross-section of charged kaons with the detector material, which for momenta
below 10 GeV is signicantly larger for negative kaons [5]. Therefore, the observed number
of K0 ! K+  decays is larger than that of K0 ! K +, resulting in a positive value
of the detector asymmetry Adet. This eect is independent of the B
0 decay time.
The values of Ai;osc and Adet are diluted by misidentication of the kaon and pion in
the B0 ! J= K0 decay. The observed number of J= K0 events, N(J= K0), includes
genuine B0 ! J= K0 and some B0 ! J= K0 decays. The latter decay contributes
because of a wrong assignment of the kaon and pion masses to the two reconstructed
charged particles, so that the decay K0 ! K+  is identied as a K0 ! K +. The
mistag fraction W quanties this wrong contribution to the J= K0 sample. It is dened
as the fraction of true B0 ! J= K0 decays in N(J= K0). The mistag fraction does not
depend on the B0 decay time and is determined in simulation. The obtained value is:
W = 0:12 0:02: (6.5)
The uncertainty of W is systematic. It takes into account possible variations of the MC
simulation which describes B0 production and decay. The simulation conrms that the
mistag fraction is the same for B0 ! J= K0 and B0 ! J= K0 decays within the
statistical uncertainty of 0.4% determined by the number of MC events. The systematic

















decays cancels to large extent. Therefore, the same value of W applies to candidates
classied as J= K0.
Using the above information, the expected charge asymmetry in bin i of LBprop, Ai;exp,
can be expressed as:
Ai;exp = (Adet +Ai;osc) (1  2W ): (6.6)
Here the factor 1 2W takes into account the contribution of wrongly identied B0 decays,
which is the same for both Adet and Ai;osc. The second-order terms proportional to AdetAP
are of the order of 10 4 and are neglected in this expression.
The observed charge asymmetry, Ai;obs, is dened as:
Ai;obs  Ni(J= K
0) Ni(J= K0)
Ni(J= K0) +Ni(J= K0)
: (6.7)
Figure 2 shows the asymmetry Aobs as a function of L
B
prop for the 2011 and 2012 samples
combined together. The result of the t to eq. (6.6) is superimposed. The asymmetry AP







The free parameters in the t are Adet andAP. The values i are the statistical uncertainties
of Ai;obs. The t has a 
2 of 6.50 per seven degrees of freedom. The rst bin of LBprop
corresponds to a negative decay length due to the detector resolution. It is not included
in this sum as it is aected more than the other data points by systematic uncertainties.
Ignoring it has a negligible impact on the uncertainty of this measurement. The t yields
the following values for the asymmetries:
Adet = (+1:33 0:24 0:30) 10 2: (6.9)
AP = (+0:25 0:48 0:05) 10 2: (6.10)
In these values the rst uncertainty of AP and Adet is statistical and the second is due to
the uncertainties in the mistag fraction and in the deviations of jq=pj from unity [5] (see
eq. (2.2)). The systematic uncertainty of Adet also contains a contribution from the possible
dierence between the mistag fractions of the B0 ! J= K0 and B0 ! J= K0 decays.
The value of Adet is consistent with results from simulation of interactions in the detector.
This measurement of the B0 production asymmetry AP for pT(B
0) > 10 GeV and j(B0)j <
2:5 is consistent with zero. It is also consistent with the LHCb result AP = ( 0:360:76
0:28) 10 2 [12] obtained for 4 < pT(B0) < 30 GeV and 2:5 < (B0) < 4:0. The measured
value of AP given in eq. (6.10) is used for the extraction of the width dierence  d.
7 Ratio of eciencies
The ratio Ri;uncor given by eq. (5.2) is corrected by the ratio of eciencies Ri;e computed
in each LBprop bin i. It is dened as
Ri;e  "i(B
0 ! J= KS)
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Figure 2. Observed charge asymmetry Aobs in B
0 ! J= K0 decays measured as a function of
the proper decay length of the B0 meson (LBprop). The line shows the asymmetry Aexp obtained
from tting eq. (6.6) to the data. The rst point corresponding to negative proper decay length is
not used in the t. The error bands correspond to the combination of uncertainties obtained by
the t for the production asymmetry AP and the detector asymmetry Adet.
Here "i(B
0 ! J= KS) and "i(B0 ! J= K0) are the eciencies to reconstruct B0 !
J= KS and B
0 ! J= K0 decays, respectively, in LBprop bin i. This ratio is determined
using MC simulation. To obtain reliable values for this eciency ratio, the kinematic
properties of the simulated B0 meson and the accompanying particles must be consistent
with those in data. The comparison of several such properties, which can produce a sizeable
impact on Ri;e , reveal some dierences between data and simulation. Those dierences
are corrected for by an appropriate re-weighting of the simulated events.
The properties taken into account include the transverse momentum and pseudorapid-
ity of the B0 meson and the average number of pile-up events. The ratio of the distributions
of each specied variable in data and in simulation denes the corresponding weight. The
resulting weight applied to the MC events is dened as the product of these three weights.
The normalisation of Ri;e after the re-weighting procedure is arbitrary since only the
deviation of Ri;e from their average value can impact the measurement of  d. This
deviation is found to not exceed 5% for proper decay lengths up to 2 mm. Such a stability
of Ri;e is a consequence of the chosen measurement procedure. This stability helps to

















8 Fit of  d
The obtained values of Ri;e are used to correct the observed ratio Ri;uncor given by eq. (5.2).





This ratio is shown in gure 3. It is used to obtain  d= d by the following procedure.
For each LBprop bin i dened in table 1, the expected numbers of events in the J= KS and
J= K0 channels are computed as:
Ni[ d= d; J= KS ] = C1
Z Lmaxi
Lmini









The integration limits Lmini and L
max
i for each bin i are given by the lower and upper
bin edges in table 1. C1 and C2 are arbitrary normalisation coecients. The expressions
for  [LBprop; J= KS ] and  [L
B
prop; J= K
0] are given by eqs. (2.22) and (2.23), respectively.
The sensitivity to  d comes from  [L
B




provides the normalisation, which helps to reduce the systematic uncertainties.
The expected ratio of the decay rates in the two channels in each LBprop bin is:
Ri;exp[ d= d] =
Ni[ d= d; J= KS ]
Ni[ d= d; J= K0]
: (8.4)








The values i are the statistical uncertainties of Ri;cor. In the sum, the rst bin of L
B
prop is
not included as it corresponds to a negative decay length.
The free parameters in this minimisation are the overall normalisation and  d= d. All
other parameters describing the B0 meson are xed to their world average values. The t
is performed separately for the 2011 and 2012 samples because the systematic uncertainties
for the two data samples are dierent. The result of the t is shown in gure 3. The 2 of
the t is 4.34 (NDF = 7) in the 2011 data set and 2.81 (NDF = 7) in the 2012 data set.
The t yields
 d= d = ( 2:8 2:2 (stat.) 1:5 (MC stat.)) 10 2 (2011); (8.6)
 d= d = (+0:8 1:3 (stat.) 0:5 (MC stat.)) 10 2 (2012): (8.7)
Here the uncertainties due to the data and MC statistics are given separately. The sys-































































 L dt = 20.3 fb∫
(b)
Figure 3. Eciency-corrected ratio of the observed decay length distributions, Rcor(L
B
prop) for (a)p
s = 7 TeV and (b)
p
s = 8 TeV data sets. The normalisation of the two data sets is arbitrary.
The full line shows the t of Rcor(L
B
prop) to Rexp given by eq. (8.4). The error bands correspond to
uncertainties in  d= d determined by the t.
9 Systematic uncertainties
The relative B0 width dierence is extracted from the ratio of the LBprop distributions in
the two B0 decay modes, which are obtained using a similar procedure, the same type
of information and in the same production environment. Therefore, the impact of many
systematic uncertainties, such as the trigger selection, decay-time resolution or B0 produc-
tion properties, is negligible. However, some dierences between the B0 ! J= KS and
B0 ! J= K0 channels cannot be eliminated and the inaccuracy of their simulation results
in systematic uncertainties, which are estimated in this section.
The mean proper decay length of the KS meson is 26:8 mm. Since the pT of the KS
meson can be high, some Ks mesons decay outside the inner detector and are lost. The
probability of losing a KS meson is higher for large B
0 decay time due to the reduction of
the ducial volume of the KS decay. Thus, the displaced vertex of the KS decay and the
absence of such a vertex in the K0 ! K+  decay results in a decay-time dependence
of Re dened in eq. (7.1). Applying the correction given by eq. (8.1) to Runcor takes into
account this dependence.
The test of the simulated KS reconstruction is performed by comparing the distribution
of the KS decay length and the KS pseudorapidity in data and simulation. This dedicated
study shows that there is a residual dierence between data and MC simulation in the
distributions of the laboratory decay length of reconstructed KS mesons projected along the
KS momentum in the transverse plane, Lxy(KS). It is caused by the remaining dierence
between the KS momentum distributions in data and MC simulation. After applying an
additional weight to the Monte Carlo events to correct for this dierence a change in the
value of  d= d of ( d= d) =  0:21  10 2 is obtained for the 2011 data set and
( d= d) =  0:1610 2 for the 2012 data set. This dierence is taken as the systematic

















The same procedure is applied for the pseudorapidity distribution of the KS meson,
(KS). The systematic uncertainty due to modelling of the j(KS)j dependence of the KS
reconstruction is estimated by re-weighting the MC events to make the j(KS)j distribution
the same as in data. The observed changes are ( d= d) = +0:14  10 2 for the 2011
data set and ( d= d) =  0:01 10 2 for the 2012 data set.
The systematic uncertainty due to the choices made in the model used to t the mass
distributions can be estimated by considering dierent variations of the t model. The
range over which the B0 ! J= KS and B0 ! J= K0 mass ts are applied is varied and
the measurement of  d= d is repeated for each variation. The systematic uncertainty is
estimated by taking the dierence between the values of  d= d obtained from the default
t and each of the varied ts. Variations ( d= d) =  0:47  10 2 and  0:30  10 2
are obtained for the 2011 data set in the J= KS and J= K
0 channels, respectively. The
changes for the 2012 data set are ( d= d) =  0:59  10 2 and  0:15  10 2 in the
J= KS and J= K
0 channels, respectively. These values are included as the systematic
uncertainty from this source.
Additionally, the background function is changed from an exponential to a fourth-
order polynomial and the systematic uncertainty due to the choice of background function
is estimated from the dierence between the value of  d= d from the default t and
the value from the t using the polynomial background function. A change ( d= d) =
 0:16  10 2 is obtained for the 2011 data set. The change for the 2012 data set is
( d= d) = +0:09 10 2.
In the t of the number of B0 ! J= KS decays the contribution from the B0s !
J= KS is a free parameter of the t. As a systematic uncertainty cross-check, the ratio
of the yields of these two decays is xed to be the same as that measured by the LHCb
Collaboration [22]. The resulting change in the  d= d value is ( d= d) =  0:1110 2
for the 2011 data set and ( d= d) = +0:08 10 2 for the 2012 data set and is included
as an additional source of systematic uncertainty.
The systematic uncertainty due to the resolution of LBprop is also considered. The
average decay length resolution is 35 m for B0s ! J= KS and 33 m for B0 ! J= K0.
In this analysis, separate resolution functions are used for the two channels. To test the
sensitivity to the resolution, the measurement of  d= d is repeated by using the resolution
of J= K0 for both channels. A change in the value of  d= d of ( d= d) =  0:29 
10 2 is obtained and is used as the systematic uncertainty from this source. It is found to
be the same for the 2011 and 2012 data sets.
A toy MC sample is employed to identify any possible bias in the tting procedure. In
this toy MC sample, the expected number of J= KS and J= K
0 candidates in each bin
of LBprop is determined according to the analytic functions given by eqs. (2.17) and (2.18),
respectively, and a value of  d= d = 0:4210 2 corresponding to the SM expectation [1].
Using these expected numbers of candidates as the mean values, the number of candidates
in both channels is randomly generated in each LBprop bin with an uncertainty corresponding
to that obtained in data. The ratio of the obtained distributions is then tted using the
method described in section 8. The procedure is repeated 10 000 times giving a bias in

















Source ( d= d), 2011 ( d= d), 2012
KS decay length 0:21 10 2 0:16 10 2
KS pseudorapidity 0:14 10 2 0:01 10 2
B0 ! J= KS mass range 0:47 10 2 0:59 10 2
B0 ! J= K0 mass range 0:30 10 2 0:15 10 2
Background description 0:16 10 2 0:09 10 2
B0s ! J= KS contribution 0:11 10 2 0:08 10 2
LBprop resolution 0:29 10 2 0:29 10 2
Fit bias (Toy MC) 0:07 10 2 0:07 10 2
B0 production asymmetry 0:01 10 2 0:01 10 2
MC sample 1:54 10 2 0:45 10 2
Total uncertainty 1:69 10 2 0:84 10 2
Table 2. Sources of systematic uncertainty in the  d= d measurement and their values for the
2011 and 2012 data sets.
uncertainty due to the tting procedure and it is taken to be the same for the 2011 and
2012 data sets.
The impact of the uncertainty of the B0 production asymmetry is ( d= d) = 0:01
10 2 for both the 2011 and 2012 data sets.
The systematic uncertainty from the number of events in the MC samples corresponds
to an uncertainty of ( d= d) = 1:54  10 2 for the 2011 data set and ( d= d) =
0:45 10 2 for the 2012 data set.
Table 2 gives a summary of the estimated systematic uncertainties. All of the quantied
systematic uncertainties are symmetrized.
In addition to the estimate of the systematic uncertainty, several cross-checks are per-
formed. Some of the selection cuts described in section 6 are modied and the corresponding
changes in the  d= d value are assessed. In particular, the transverse momenta of the
charged pions from the KS decay and the charged pion from the K
0 decay are required
to be greater than 500 MeV, rather than 400 MeV. Also, the transverse momentum of the
charged kaon from the K0 is required to be greater than 1 GeV, rather than 800 MeV. Ad-
ditionally, the transverse momentum of the B0 meson is required to be less than 60 GeV.
In all cases, the change of the measured value of  d is consistent with uctuations due
to the reduced number of events.
Furthermore, a number of consistency checks related to the description of the exper-
imental conditions in simulation are performed. Most notably, the MC description of the
spread of the z position of the primary vertex, the angular distributions of the B0 decay
products, and the trigger rates are studied in detail. In all cases, the residual dierences


















Using the measurements of  d= d given in eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) and the study of systematic
uncertainties presented in section 9, the following measurements are obtained:
 d= d = ( 2:8 2:2 (stat.) 1:7 (syst.)) 10 2 (2011);
 d= d = (+0:8 1:3 (stat.) 0:8 (syst.)) 10 2 (2012):
In the combination of these measurements, the correlations of dierent sources of systematic
uncertainty between the two years are taken into account. The systematic uncertainties
due to the background description and the size of the MC samples are assumed to be
uncorrelated. All other sources of systematic uncertainty are taken to be fully correlated.
The combination is done using the 2 method. The 2 function includes the correlation
terms of the dierent components of the uncertainty as specied above. The combined
result for the data collected by the ATLAS experiment in Run 1 is:
 d= d = ( 0:1 1:1 (stat.) 0:9 (syst.)) 10 2:
It is currently the most precise single measurement of this quantity. It agrees well with the
SM prediction [1] and is consistent with other measurements of this quantity [2{4]. It also
agrees with the indirect measurement by the D0 Collaboration [23].
11 Conclusions
The measurement of the relative width dierence  d= d of the B
0- B0 system is performed





s = 8 TeV and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 25.2 fb 1. The
value of  d= d is obtained by comparing the decay time distributions of B
0 ! J= KS
and B0 ! J= K0(892) decays. The result is
 d= d = ( 0:1 1:1 (stat.) 0:9 (syst.)) 10 2:
Currently, this is the most precise single measurement of  d= d. It agrees with the
Standard Model prediction and the measurements by other experiments.
The production asymmetry of the B0 meson with pT(B
0) > 10 GeV and j(B0)j < 2:5
is found to be
AP(B
0) = (+0:25 0:48 0:05) 10 2:
The value of AP(B
0) is consistent with the measurement of the LHCb Collaboration per-
formed in the 2:5 < (B0) < 4:0 and 4 < pT(B
0) < 30 GeV range.
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